
BBIO 285/BIS 285

Final Project Assignment

General Information
On the last day of class, June 1st, you will present your proposal for a brand new neurotechnology.
You’ll develop this proposal by applying the knowledge and concepts you’ve been learning throughout
this course. You will detail all aspects of your novel neurotechnology on a poster, which will be used
to present in a class symposium on the last day of the course. The poster will be composed of a
series of slides that you can print out on a black and white printer--we want to keep the costs low. You
will include the following aspects for your proposed technology:

1. The symptoms and causes of the neurological disorder your technology addresses.
2. The region(s) of the nervous system affected by the disorder.
3. How your new  neurotechnology functions to treat symptoms and/or the underlying causes of

the disorder.
4. Data showing the safety and effectiveness of your neurotechnology that you would predict

getting in laboratory experimental conditions or data showing how you think your
neurotechnology will work in human patients.

5. How the patient would use the neurotechnology on a day-to-day or as-needed basis, including
risks.

6. Ethical arguments in support of and against the use of your new technology.

Formatting
You may use this template as a guide for creating your Poster Presentation. This is approximately six
or seven 8.5” x 11” pieces of paper which you may tape to the wall/whiteboard.

Academic Integrity Statement

Because you all have a certificate of expertise in recognizing and avoiding plagiarism, we expect that
all sources of information and ideas will be given proper attribution.

Rubric
The final project will be broken into 8 parts as described below.

Final Project Grading Rubric

Poster Components

5% Poster Format Did you…
□ Include a title and the author’s (your) name
□ Use a new, unique name for your neurotechnology
□ Follow the poster format guidelines
□ Include an abstract

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1O7N-QAqktICpXVP1F6XJS7V_qDeRVCuWrMzRjmvHYZE/copy


10% Introduction to the
Neurological Disorder

Did you explain the neurological disorder, including…
□ Detailed explanation of symptoms
□ Causes as they are currently understood within the medical
field
□ Region(s) of the nervous system affected by the disorder
□ Previous and current treatments/therapies

15% Proposed
Neurotechnology

Did you explain…
□ The rationale for this invention
□ How it is an improvement on previous treatments
□ How this neurotechnology works

10% Plausibility/Feasibility □ Is the proposed mechanism of action plausible for treating
the symptoms of this disorder?
□ How feasible is the proposed technology? Which
technological advancements would be needed to make it work?
□ What timeframe are those expected to happen on?

20% Predicted Experimental
Results

-or-

Predicted Clinical
Results

Do your predicted results include:
□ A conclusion to summarize your results
□ Labeled axes and titles on graphs and tables

AND

Does your predicted experimental data include:
□ Details about the experiment, including control &
experimental groups and details about the model organism(s)
used

-or-

Does your predicted clinical data include:
□ Details about the clinical trial experiment, including how the
patient would use the neurotechnology, demographic details
about subjects used, and health risks

20% Societal Evaluations /
Ethical Critiques

Does this section include:
□ Support for implementing this neurotechnology
□ Ethical concerns against the use of this neurotechnology
□ Evaluation of whether the benefits outweigh the risks

Additional components

10% Presentation During your poster presentation:
□ Did you clearly explain each section of your poster?
□ Did you answer questions from your peers and instructors?
□ Did you use an appropriate amount of time (between 3-5
minutes)?
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10% Incorporation of
feedback

Throughout the term, you’ll receive feedback from instructors.
□ Did you improve on your submissions by incorporating
feedback and suggestions into your poster presentation?
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